INTRODUCING THE STRONG SYSTEM™
Subfloor Preparation Products From Armstrong® Flooring

Subfloor preparation products just got stronger! Armstrong® Flooring introduces The Strong System, a collection of subfloor preparation products suitable for the rigorous demands of commercial and residential floor installations. With this launch of a series of products designed to meet the needs of the toughest subfloor preparation challenges, Armstrong Flooring becomes your one stop shop for preparation, adhesive and floor coverings.

The benefits of using The Strong System products…
- Extend your Armstrong Guaranteed Installation System warranty coverage and length by 10 years
- Tested for compatibility with all Armstrong Flooring resilient products
- Build your customized Strong System by selecting à la carte the preparation products that meet the needs of your installation challenges
- Eliminate the finger pointing and potentially contacting multiple suppliers in the event of an installation issue
- Armstrong Flooring is your trusted advisor and single source for all of your flooring needs
### THE STRONG LINEUP

#### S-452 Seal Strong™
- A two part moisture mitigation system designed to create a moisture barrier between concrete and resilient flooring
- Suitable for use up to 100% RH (or 25 lbs CaCl)
- Only one coat required to fully seal a concrete substrate
- Covers approximately 290 sq. ft. per unit
- Shot blasting not required in some instances

#### S-456 Patch Strong™
- A true feather edge
- High performance, flexible patching and smoothing compound with quick drying time
- Easy to apply with smooth trowel skim coat application
- No RH limit for use over concrete
- Suitable for use over S-452 Seal Strong after S-455 Prime Strong non-porous application
- No additive needed; easy to mix with water
- Zero VOC

#### S-453 Level Strong™
- A self-leveling underlayment designed to work quickly
- High compressive strength of 5800 psi
- Installs up to 1” thick without aggregate
- Ready for foot traffic in approximately 2 hours

#### S-454 Prime Strong™
- Acrylic primer for porous substrates
- Aids in strengthening adhesive bond
- Helps to reduce subfloor porosity and absorbency
- Approved for use with all Armstrong Flooring resilient adhesives
- Zero VOC

#### S-455 Prime Strong™
- Acrylic primer for non-porous substrates
- Suitable for use over S-452 Seal Strong, existing resilient sheet and more
- Ready for installation in as few as 60 minutes
- Approved for use with all Armstrong Flooring resilient adhesives
- Zero VOC
INSTALL WITH CONFIDENCE BACKED BY THE STRONG SYSTEM WARRANTY.

Armstrong Flooring Guaranteed Installation System

Armstrong® Flooring Product + Recommended Armstrong® Flooring adhesive = AFGIS Warranty

The Strong System Warranty

Armstrong® Flooring Product + Recommended Armstrong® Flooring adhesive + Any Strong System subfloor preparation product = 10 additional years of overall warranty coverage

The Strong System warranty provides…

- Enhance overall warranty by 10 years, using Armstrong® floor, adhesive and Strong System preparation products together
- One point of contact for any potential future issues
- A single source for:
  - subfloor preparation products
  - installation products
  - finished flooring
  - maintenance products